2000 ford windstar reviews

Perfect Family Car!! I like that it has a very smooth ride and great MPG. The options are decent
for a vehicle of its age and purpose. The Ford Windstar was actually the only mini-van produced
from that achieved all 5 stars for frontal crash test ratings and 4 stars on the side crash test.
Pros: Great family vehicle!! Excellent MPG. Very comfortable. Perfect road trip vehicle, daily
driver, or family car. Great value for the price. Cons: I have honestly yet to find any cons for this
vehicle. Purchased our first in and the second in Great for commuting to work, family trips and
errands. Easy to drive. Front wheel drive makes getting around, even in snow, great. The
outside is good to look at and still have a business look The handling is great for a big vehicle,
cost of maintenance is a little high, but affordable. Fairly good gas mileage. Handles decently,
but tires protest loudly if pushed. Surprisingly nimble, despite large turning radius. Comfortable
for long drives. Build Quality - Ford, learn to build a goddamn decent transmission. Appearance
- It's a Van. It doesn't look terrible, and is rather smooth, as far as aerodynamics go. If you got
one with a bad transmission Watch out for rust along the bottoms of the doors and in the back
of the body, in front of the rear wheels. Fun Factor - Winter. Big open parking lots. Hand Brake.
Nuff said. Cons: Iffy gas mileage made up for by a big tank, Poor turning radius. Good Cheap
Van â€” Better acceleration that the earlier years for these vans. You'll most likely have to
replace the transmission around 80, miles. The sliding doors are a nice touch, but always
stopped working during the winter for me. Better to just leave them off. Windows in back were
tinted black, which is nice, plus looks good. You can add an awesome sound system in these
vans. Fun to drive, but nothing that special about them. Very spirited driving Pros: power
sliding doors very convenient, acceleration, very comfortable ride. I has some PITA electrical
problems, but this may have been due to an aftermarket video system. Sure it handles like a
minivan, but hey.. It seats 7, hauls a ton of stuff, and has pretty good get up and go. The Ford
service teams that I've used have been excellent and I'm hoping to buy another Ford soon.
Pros: Engine, fit and finish, reliabilty, Ford service teams. Cons: handling, drivers seat comfort,
heavy removeable seats. Several car accidents, three transmission changes, six tires, and
various dings and dents. Its a sloppy thing but she'll haul ass through rain and snow. And being
a michigander, thats saying something. Everything about this car met my needs. Sorry I missed
out on buying it. I hope another similar car comes along soon near where I live. This was a very
good buy. Read More. Good minivan that my parents bought almost new in for our move from
OK to WA. Difficult to get into the furthest back seats because the seatbelt is in the way. Weird
design there Good minivan This is a great car for long rides and families. I have driven it to work
daily. This car is great for long trips. It allows for ample leg room and cargo space. I haven't had
any handling problems and very little maintenance issues. My wi I love this car. Great for a
family or as a delivery van. It has all the gadgets fo keep the kids entertained on those long
trips. Plenty of space for strollers, bikes, packages, sports equipment The car fit our family very
well. Plenty of cargo space to haul our belongings. Very safe and reliable. Front wheel drive
handled well in all types of weather. Above average gas mileage. It has taken me and my family
across the country and back. It easy to put miles behind you when you drive it, it's very co Not
going to find another car for this cost and this low mileage! This was my grandmother's vehicle.
It was used lightly and cared for well. She used it mainly as an around town car to go back and
for I really dont like the handling on the van. Maybe because its an older model. I love the fact
that it has alot of leg room. And so much room for cargo. In a way it is a fun car to drive. Not
good milea Have you driven a Ford Windstar? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying all Ford
Windstar reviews reviews. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Great family vehicle!! Is this
helpful? Yes No. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Roomy. Cons: None. Merrillyn
writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: For my job its perfect. Cons: uneasy feeling
on sharp corners. Mark writes:. Cons: its a van. Ryan writes:. Jamie writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Easy to get them for cheap, nice drive. Cons: the transmissions ford
puts in them! Carlo writes:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: power sliding doors very
convenient, acceleration, very comfortable ride. Cons: transmission replaced twice. Ed writes:.
Michael writes:. Pros: strong, reliable, excellent for moving. Reviews From Other Years. Read all
10 Ford Windstar reviews. Read all 16 Ford Windstar reviews. Read all 8 Ford Windstar reviews.
Read all 21 Ford Windstar reviews. Cars compared to Ford Windstar. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Windstar to Related Models. Select Year
Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: For my job its perfect Cons: uneasy feeling on sharp
corners 7 of 7 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Easy to
get them for cheap, nice drive Cons: the transmissions ford puts in them! Primary Use: Family
transportation Pros: power sliding doors very convenient, acceleration, very comfortable ride
Cons: transmission replaced twice 5 of 5 people found this review helpful. Bought this van new
in Have maitained van according to manual mostly. We now have some electrical issues with
the cruise control, ABS and gauges. Overall this van has been very reliable. No transmission

problems eventhough we pull a pop-up camper with it and no other major issues. We have
replaced struts, shocks, tierod ends, brakes and an alternator but I consider these items
"maintence" because parts do wear out. Wife now has a Windstar and I plan on driving oldone.
Bought this van used back around with roughly 54, miles on it and I have to say it's surprised
me for a Ford. It's actually be a reliable van. I had several people tell me not to buy one, but it's
been a very good vehicle over the years. It's had the usual things, tires, brakes and the odd
sensor or two go bad and need replacing, but over all it has been a good vehicle and never left
me stranded. Like most Fords though it does seem to be plagued with recalls and electrical
issues, now which I am starting to suffer from. Locks not starting to work, drivers window motor
has been replaced several times and gauges starting to go crazy on me. The rear axle is
problematic as they rust out in states where salt is used on the roads during Winter and
supposedly they had "patched" mine, but got a notice from Ford saying the patch might not
have been properly now. It does have k plus on it now though so it can't stay perfect forever
and people can't expect these cars to stay that way anyway. Have been trying to make up my
mind if the cost of towing and work to be done would be worth it as I don't know if the trans has
been damaged by this break. The engine was still running strong though and I was expecting to
get another k out of it. I purchased my Windstar used 4 years old with miles on it in the hopes it
would last me several years and provide dependable service. I have spent far more maintaining
this vehicle than I would have with another vehicle. The worst part is that given the
dependability and performance of the Windstar, I'll lose a significant amount of money today as
I trade it in on a yes foreign car to take advantage of the Japanese ability to build dependable
vehicles that hold their value. I'm 8, miles into the 3th transmission in , miles and I'm now
getting "check transmission" errors. The original transmission died at 40,, the second at 60, and
number 3 at , The only other problems have been tie rod ends at 50k and a couple of engine
modules at about 70, Ford paid for tranny 2 under their 36, replacement part warranty.
Purchased the Windstar new and maintained well. Bought an extended , mile warantee but
never needed to use it. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Windstar. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros comfort spaciousness safety driving experience ride
quality technology off-roading. Performance Interior Comfort Reliability. Items per page:. Write a
review See all Windstars for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Windstar. Sign Up. Much of the
Ford Windstar's reputation is based on safety. And in the highly contested minivan market,
that's a pretty good piece of turf upon which to stake a claim. In the five straight years it has
been tested, the Windstar has earned the U. Additionally, the Windstar can be equipped with
optional side-impact airbags that give the minivan top government marks for side-impact crash
safety. In , the Windstar gained dual-power-sliding doors, head-and-chest side airbags and a
sonar-based reverse sensing system. For , new power-adjustable pedals March availability
enable the driver to move the gas and brake pedals up to 4 inches toward the seat while
maintaining a safe operating distance from the steering wheel. Adding to the safety of the
vehicle is a standard child-seat-anchor system that meets new U. The anchors provide a more
secure attachment point for the child-safety seat. Another new addition is a rear-seat
entertainment console. The system features a video cassette player and a video monitor with a
6. The console also contains RCA jacks for video game use. The Windstar also allows front-seat
passengers to listen to one media, such as radio or tape, while rear-seat passengers can listen
to a separate media such as a CD through headphones. The new Limited version of the
Windstar includes many of the luxury-oriented SEL's optional equipment as standard, including
side airbags, the reverse sensing system, power-adjustable pedals, traction control, an in-dash
six-CD changer and a towing package. The Limited can be identified by its unique spoke
aluminum wheels and special Light Parchment Gold paint black is optional. Inside, floor mats
are embroidered with Limited script and door panels have wood grain trim. All four-door
Windstars are equipped with a 3. On the road, the Windstar doesn't match up to its competition
in terms of its handling abilities. The suspension is quite soft, allowing a disconcerting amount
of body roll. Another shortcoming is a lack of legroom for second- and third-row passengers.
Despite these deficits in handling and interior design, the Windstar is a good blend of everyday
practicality, useable performance and innovative features. It is also wrapped in a shell that will
protect your loved ones from all but the most serious crashes, when properly restrained. As
long as you don't need to haul adults in back on a regular basis, it should serve your needs well
if you absolutely must buy a vehicle with a domestic nameplate on the grille. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.

Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford
Windstar. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford
lease specials Check out Ford Windstar lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Floaty ride, restricted legroom
for second- and third-row passengers, noisy engine. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Windstar now has standard
power-adjustable pedals and an optional rear-seat video entertainment center. There's also a
new trim level called the Limited. Available midyear , it will contain more standard features than
the previously top-line SEL. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Bought this van new in
Have maitained van according to manual mostly. We now have some electrical issues with the
cruise control, ABS and gauges. Overall this van has been very reliable. No transmission
problems eventhough we pull a pop-up camper with it and no other major issues. We have
replaced struts, shocks, tierod ends, brakes and an alternator but I consider these items
"maintence" because parts do wear out. Wife now has a Windstar and I plan on driving oldone.
Read less. Bought this van used back around with roughly 54, miles on it and I have to say it's
surprised me for a Ford. It's actually be a reliable van. I had several people tell me not to buy
one, but it's been a very good vehicle over the years. It's had the usual things, tires, brakes and
the odd sensor or two go bad and need replacing, but over all it has been a good vehicle and
never left me stranded. Like most Fords though it does seem to be plagued with recalls and
electrical issues, now which I am starting to suffer from. Locks not starting to work, drivers
window motor has been replaced several times and gauges starting to go crazy on me. The rear
axle is problematic as they rust out in states where salt is used on the roads during Winter and
supposedly they had "patched" mine, but got a notice from Ford saying the patch might not
have been properly now. It does have k plus on it now though so it can't stay perfect forever
and people can't expect these cars to stay that way anyway. Have been trying to make up my
mind if the cost of towing and work to be done would be worth it as I don't know if the trans has
been damaged by this break. The engine was still running strong though and I was expecting to
get another k out of it. Good Bye Ford, Hello Nissan. I purchased my Windstar used 4 years old
with miles on it in the hopes it would last me several years a
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nd provide dependable service. I have spent far more maintaining this vehicle than I would
have with another vehicle. The worst part is that given the dependability and performance of the
Windstar, I'll lose a significant amount of money today as I trade it in on a yes foreign car to
take advantage of the Japanese ability to build dependable vehicles that hold their value. I'm 8,
miles into the 3th transmission in , miles and I'm now getting "check transmission" errors. The
original transmission died at 40,, the second at 60, and number 3 at , The only other problems
have been tie rod ends at 50k and a couple of engine modules at about 70, Ford paid for tranny
2 under their 36, replacement part warranty. See all reviews of the Used Ford Windstar. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Windstar. Sign Up.

